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With more than three decades of history in robotics development, robot today 
plays an important role in the society as its expanding applications gives significant 
improvement in the quality of human life. Robots of different configurations and 
embedded algorithms can be found ranging from industrial scale as production agencies 
to domestic scale as service agencies. Meanwhile, over thousands of robotics 
publications concerning different fields and aspects have been released with the major 
effort to better the autonomy and the robustness of the robot capability. 
Basically, a robot consists of three major components: sensors, actuators, and 
processors (from which robot's flexible, programmable features inherent). Through 
software implementation, all components are integrated together to form a single 
working unit. However, the software organization is not definite and there is no 
generally accepted standard. In a view of this, a system framework that without loss of 
generality organizes robot software architecture in a distributive-hierarchical sense is 
proposed in this research thesis. Topics such as forward and inverse kinematics, control 
rules, navigation routine, localization algorithms and user interface can be all regarded 
as functional modules in the robot implementation. With this representation, modules are 
assigned into different hierarchical levels according to their time-crucial characteristics 
in operation. Whether the module is loosely or tightly coupled with other modules also 
determines its hierarchical levels in the system. In real time operation, particular 
modules require simultaneous execution. This leads to distributive structure within a 
level where parallel modules are run on priority-based. The software architecture 
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constituted by modules allows flexible addition or reduction of modules, thus facilitating 
further development in terms of both algorithms and hardware add-ons. This structural 
generalization is especially important for service robots to be adaptive to changing 
working environments and tasks as well as does not hinder the ever-changing 
development in robotics world. 
For realizing this system framework, a new service mobile robot has been built. 
It is omni-directional drive achieved by three castor wheels. Reactive based navigation is 
achieved by fully utilizing sensor readings from ultrasonic sensors and infrared sensors 
so that the robot performs more robustly in obstacle avoidance. A built-in desktop 
computer running Linux manages the entire robot processes using multithreaded 
programming. The concept of interface is further exploited, from which a 3I2L system 
framework is introduced. This distributive-hierarchical software architecture borrows the 
idea from Client-Server model, classifying processes into high level and low level space 
(2L). Sandwiching the two levels are user-interface, application program interface (API) 
and physical interface (31). Having consideration on interfaces significantly gives 
complete and better picture for visualizing both software and hardware architecture and 
the relationships among them. From modeling to implementation, the modular structure 
results in easier system building during development. The flexible switching of robot 
applications in real time during implementation shows the enhanced robot 
programmability. The latter result is validated by the experiments on multi-client 
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Coming with the robotics in its history of development is the design on the robot 
software architecture. Regarded as the fundamental blueprint, robot software 
architecture describes a set of specifications and constraints on the software 
implementation of robotics systems. Throughout such software implementation, 
components of robot hardware are integrated and programmed to work as a single unit. 
In addition, with well-organized software structure, hardware coordination and robot 
abilities can be further enhanced and optimized. Therefore, as the consideration for the 
overall system performance, the robot software architecture is as important as the 
hardware configurations of robots. 
Although there has been more than thirty years of history in robotics, and there is 
great advancement in the hardware technology, the robot software architecture relatively 
remains seldom studied and less developed. Yet there is no generally accepted standard 
for global exploitation. The reasons towards this situation are threefold. First, the major 
research effort is devoted to the improvement in the autonomy and the robustness of the 
robot capability. Besides, imitation of human intelligence becomes another center of 
focus in research robotics nowadays. Second, software architectures proposed are often 
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tightly coupled to the specific configurations of the system. This results in the robot 
software architectures being either machine-dependent or task-dependent. Because most 
researchers have had to develop infrastructure to build their own systems, they have 
developed opinions about their preferred solution. It is not easy for these solutions to be 
abandoned in favor of an external standard. Finally, even though there are certain 
general reference models on this aspect being proposed in technical literature, they are 
limited to theoretical organizations without the support of the real implementation. 
In a view of such limited development in robot software architecture, it is worth 
putting effort to study and further explore on this matter so as to conclude a 
comprehensive and ready-for-public-to-use architectural model. Before moving to the 
motivation and the objective of this research, previous researches on robot software 
architecture development will be presented in the following literature review. 
1.1 Previous Models on Robot Software Architecture 
Instead of complete review on every model, only those popular now or before, or of 
dominant trends influencing the development of the new architecture will be presented. 
1.1.1 SPA 
SPA [1] standing for Sense-Plan-Act is the oldest practical model. Its idea was 
originated from the concepts of autonomous mobile robot whose control system should 
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be composed of three functional elements: a sensing system, a planning system and an 
execution system. The job of the sensing system is to translate raw sensor input into a 
world model. The job of the planner is to take the world model and a goal and generate a 
plan to achieve the goal. The job of the execution system is to take the plan and generate 
the actions it prescribes. 
The SPA approach has two significant architectural features. First, the flow of 
control among these components is unidirectional and linear. Information flows from 
sensors to world model to plan to effectors, never in the reverse direction. Second, the 
execution of an SPA plan is analogous to the execution of a computer program. Both are 
built of primitives composed using partial orderings, conditionals, and loops. Its major 
shortcoming is that the open-loop plan execution is clearly inadequate in the face of 
environment uncertainty and unpredictability. 
1.1.2 Subsumption Architecture 
In the mid-1980's, as an antithesis of SPA, Subsumption Architecture [2] was 
introduced by Rodney Brooks by applying task-dependent constraints in subsumption 
layers made SPA more efficient. Subsumption layers are simple networks of small finite 
state machines joined by wires which connect output ports to input ports. Its ability to 
override the contents of one wire with a value from another wire produces complex 
control mechanism. Such process is called suppression or inhibition depending on 
whether it takes place at an input or an output port. The fast communication between 
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sensors and actuators leads to reflective response. However, its lacking of modular 
structure makes redesign complicate and the overriding nature of high level to low level 
is inflexible and limits its capabilities and reliability. 
Later two robots Tooth [3] and Rocky III [4] adapted layered design like 
Subsumption. However, instead of suppressing the results of lower-level computations 
and superseding their results, this improved version (represented by T/R-III) interfaced 
higher-level layers with lower-level ones by producing input or advice. This provided 
layers of computational abstraction as well as layers of functionality. Tooth and Rocky 
III were among the first autonomous robots capable of reliably performing a more 
complex task than moving from place to place, but they had one serious drawback: they 
were not configurable with respective to task. To change their task necessarily needed 
rewriting their control program. 
1.1.3 Three Layer Architecture 
At about the same time (1991)，different research groups [5][6][7] came up with very 
similar solutions to the problem of task-specific shortcoming in above software structure. 
All these solutions consisted of control architectures that comprised three main 
components: a reactive feedback control mechanism, a slow deliberative planner, and a 
sequencing mechanism that connected the first two components. Different in 
terminology but same idea, both ATLANTIS [6] and 3T [8] modeled three-layer 
architecture. Adopt the terminology defined by ATLANTIS, 1) the controller consists of 
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one or more threads of computation that implement one or more feedback control loops, 
tightly coupling sensors to actuators; 2) the sequencer is to select which primitive 
functions the controller should execute at a given time and to supply parameters for 
those functions; 3) the deliberator is to perform time-consuming computations such as 
planning and other exponential search-based algorithms. It produces plans for the 
sequencer to execute and responds to specific queries from the sequencer. This makes 
the change of robot task feasible without reprogramming of the controller. 
This time, instead of being derived from fundamental theoretic considerations, 
this three-layer architecture was obtained from empirical observations of the properties 
of environments in which robots are expected to perform, and of the algorithms that 
have proven useful in controlling them. Robot algorithms were categorized into three 
types according to their process time-spans from which the three layers correspond to 
the management of fast, fairly fast and slow processes. A few variants of the three-layer 
architecture have been applied to robots [8][9]. 
In 1998, Rachid Alami, et al. defined LAAS [10][18] as the architecture where 
software modules of different functionalities are integrated and as a whole defines an 
organization and a methodology for robot operation. Again a three-layer of structural 
representation is presented: 1) a functional level - it includes all the basic built-in robot 
action and perception capacities. These processing function and control loops are 
encapsulated into controllable communicating modules with no fixed hierarchy; 2) an 
execution control level - just above the functional level, it controls and coordinates 
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dynamically the execution of the functions, distributed in the modules, according to the 
task requirements specified by a decision level; 3) a decision level - as the highest level 
includes the capacities for producing task plan and supervising its execution, while being 
at the same time reactive to events from the other levels. 
Sounding not too much different from the previous three-layer architecture，this 
model also emphasized on several essential properties for autonomous robot to achieve 
tasks and react to events successfully. They are programmability, autonomy and 
adaptability, reactivity, consistent behavior, robustness and extensibility from which the 
concept of dependability is introduced into the design of the decision making level. 
Besides, under the three-layer structure are two additional layers, namely logical system 
and physical system which referred to sensor and effector's interface and their 
corresponding hardware respectively. 
With these two additional non-software layers, this gave a better picture of the 
relation between software components and hardware components within a robot. This 
LAAS renewed the former three-layer architecture and established as the typical robot 
software architecture. 
1.1.4 Two Layer Architecture 
In 2001, Richard Volpe, et al. concluded the shortfalls of the three-layer architecture and 
proposed two-layer architecture CLARAty [11]. Regarding to the shortfalls, first, the 
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responsibilities of each level in the typical three-layer architecture are not strictly 
defined. There is considerable research activity which blurs the line between planner 
level and execution level, and questions the hierarchical superiority of one over the other 
[12][13]. Second, there is lack of information access between the planner level and the 
functional level. This causes either the information about the system model for the 
planner level is insufficient or is not updated with functional level where dynamic 
information is directly derived. 
CLARAty indeed is a theoretical model. Its major idea is to combine both the 
decision layer and the execution layer together and to share a common database. This 
betters the connectivity between functional layer and the decision layer. This blending of 
the two layers emerges from the trend of planning and scheduling systems that have 
executive qualities and vice versa [14] [15]. This is feasible due to algorithmic and 
system advances, as well as faster processing. Furthermore, CLARAty has an additional 
dimension to each layer. This dimension standing for system granularity [16] explicitly 
represents system hierarchies in a layer thus further facilitating connectivity of the 
nested subsystems between the two layers. This architecture is targeted to implemented 
on Mars rover platforms, Rocky 7 and 8 [17]. 
1.1.5 RCS 
Beside CLARAty, RCS standing for Real-Time Control System for robots and 
intelligent machines by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) was 
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another popular reference model architecture having more than two decades of 
development [19]. The first version of RCS was developed for laboratory robotics and 
adapted for manufacturing control during the early 1980’s [19]-[24]. Since 1986，RCS 
has been implemented for a number of additional applications, including the 
NBS/DARPA Multiple Autonomous Undersea Vehicle (MAUV) project [25], the Army 
Field Material Handling Robot (FMR) [26]. In 1987, RCS was adapted for use on the 
space station Flight Telerobotic Sevicer, becoming the NASA/NBS Standard Reference 
Model Telerobot Control System Architecture NASREM [27][28]. However, all these 
projects have implemented only a subset of the features of the theoretical form of RCS. 
The RCS architecture consists of a hierarchically layered set of processing 
modules connected together by a network of communications pathways. The four basic 
types of processing modules are Behavior Generating (BG) modules, World Modeling 
(WM) modules, Sensory Processing (SP) modules and Value Judgment (VJ) modules. In 
short, BG is responsible for job assignment, planning, and control algorithm. WM 
maintains a knowledge database providing information for processing by other modules. 
SP processes sensory data and VJ contains and manage algorithm for making judgment. 
It tends to be a theoretical outline to software architecture implementation rather 
than a practical model because it aims to give conceptual architecture in the system 
formation. Those applications that adopted RCS can result in different software 
architectures. Because it only specified the functional components within a system, the 
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resulted architectures targeting to different applications will have different numbers of 
layers and different connectivity between modules. The typical examples are [29][30]. 
1.2 Motivation and Research Objective 
1.2.1 Motivation 
One idea to have certain hierarchical levels within the architecture is to efficiently assign 
the robot processes of different time-span and requirements on real-time execution into a 
reasonable running order, so as to maintain a proper robot performance. With the 
emergency of fast computers with real-time operating systems in today state-of-the-art, 
there is an implication to have structural evolution in the robot software architecture. 
Moreover, without significant breakthrough in terms of system configurations, showing 
its maturity, the basic configurations of robots have been well established. Basic 
installation such as ranging sensor, vision sensor, and motors can be found common on 
nearly every robot. What are new are their combinations within a system or novel 
algorithms to be implemented. Therefore, it is the time to review on the existing robot 
software architecture as well as to develop an updated, general reference model for the 
robot software architecture. 
Defining a reference model gives benefits of avoiding repetition of resources, 
both time and effort, on solving the same problem in the development of robot software 
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infrastructure. In a long-term vision, if it comes up as a widely accepted standard, this 
generalization of robot software hopefully will bring up an open source movement, like 
Linux, GNU to provide technique sharing at the same time getting endless support and 
improvement. 
1.2.2 Contribution 
In this project, a system framework that without loss of generality organizes robot 
software architecture in a distributive-hierarchical sense is proposed. A mobile robot 
having holonomic driving mechanism equipped with ranging sensors has been built to 
realize the proposed model. Aiming at perfection, this robot software architecture 
addresses certain constructive refinements to the existing models. 
i. Rather than being merely software architecture, this model also includes 
interfaces existing on the system to the architecture. Having this consideration on 
interfaces significantly gives complete and better picture for visualizing both 
software and hardware architecture and the relationships among them. In short, 
software architecture cannot be implemented with knowing nothing about the 
hardware. 
ii. Re-constructing process hierarchical levels into two. Naming them as application 
level and robot level respectively, these newly defined levels provide more 
appropriate sense for process assignment to its corresponding level. Mimicking 
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Client-Server model, application refers to a collection of complex processes that 
requires relatively considerable computational resource to formulate a meaningful 
action. Client usually invokes this for special purpose as application. On the other 
hand, robot (as a whole of processes in robot level) acting as server regulates 
processes that are necessary for robot itself to survive as well as meets the request 
initiated from client. To the end, this representation facilitates software 
development as well as enhances robot programmability in the sense of easy 
switching of applications. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 1: An Introduction of the robot software architecture and its background is 
presented. The previous researches in these related areas have been discussed in the 
literature review. The motivation and the contribution of this thesis are also presented. 
Chapter 2: Parameters such as hierarchy, modularity and connectivity in the robot 
software architecture is studied. Then suggestions to parameters will be also concluded. 
Chapter 3: The concept of interface will be widely explored and discussed. 
Chapter 4: Based on discussion in chapter 2 and 3 in architecture and interface, new 
robot software architecture will be proposed. 
Chapter 5: For realizing the proposed model, a mobile robot has been built based on 
the proposed architecture. Both hardware and software implementation will be shown. 
Chapter 6: Application example and experimental result will be given. 
Chapter 7: It is a part for conclusion and future works. 
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2. STUDY ON ARCHITECTURE 
Here if there is no further clarification, for the sake of convenience, the term 
"architecture" simply refers to the robot software architecture as many literatures do. 
Now go back to our focus. Having the right choice of architecture can facilitate 
specification, implementation and validation of robotics systems. Let's consider the 
parameters in robot software architecture which determine its final form as well as its 
own characteristics. In order to get such a right choice, we should study these parameters 
one by one and concludes the best combination. The parameters are hierarchy, 
modularity, and connectivity in the architecture. They vary in forms but exist almost on 
every sort of the architecture. 
2.1 Hierarchy in Architecture 
2.1.1 Purpose of Hierarchy 
One idea, as mentioned before, to have certain hierarchical levels within the architecture 
is to efficiently assign the robot processes of different time-span and requirements on 
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real-time execution into a reasonable running order, so as to maintain a proper robot 
performance. The rule is that processes such as database searching which costs time are 
assigned as high-level processes while processes such as direct manipulation of motors 
which requires real-time operation are assigned as low-level processes. Apart from the 
running order, appropriate bandwidth assignment to processes can be achieved 
according to the process hierarchy, where processes of higher hierarchy can share or 
obtain larger bandwidth of system resource for running. This kind of process 
management is crucial because as one of the permanent goal, robot must be able to react 
reflexively to the changing environment, which in turns requires fast as well as frequent 
process execution on those reactive routines. 
Decreasing time-critical Increasing intelligence Processes within level 
一一一、—‘-..-�.�.‘� 1. Time consuming 
^ ： ^ ‘ _ . . , � a^ l g o r i t h m s computation  
Deci— Level « p . Planning  
Execution � T^ 1- Transmission of decision 
Level M \ to functional level 
/ ~ ~ J ——^ \ 2. State reporting to 
j { Decision level 
\ / ^ . , , , \ / I / 3. Function Coordination \ t Functional Level \ / 丨 / 
, 1. Action in Real-time 
' 2 . Reactive execution 
� 3 . Behavioral action 
~ - - • H t  
Figure 1: Three-layer Architecture and Routine Loops 
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Figure 1，using three-layer architecture as example, shows routine loops running 
through different hierarchical levels. Loop can be considered as a kind of feedback 
mechanism featuring control routine. Consider a routine or a mission requires several 
process executions to complete. While these processes are at different levels, this causes 
a routine to be running in multi-levels. From "command" to "action" and from "action" 
to "result", this from a routine loop. Thus, the time-span of each routine depends on how 
many levels it is involving. It is an ideal case for all processes to be completed in a short 
time and within the same and low level. However, under the limited computational 
power, this is not the case. This inability of satisfying all the processes at the same level 
and time leads to the introduction of hierarchy into architecture. 
2.1.2 Suggested Hierarchy 
Reviewing the three-layer architecture, information access between the decision level 
and the functional level is more or less hindered by the existing of the execution level 
between them. Then, is it necessary to have three layers while having the intermediate 
layer complicates the information exchange at the two ends? The reason of being three 
layers merely resulted from older form of computer technology. So with the 
advancement of computer technology today, having two layers of architecture is 
possible, and eventually this can optimize communication between levels. But why not 
one level? Maybe one day, there is one fast computer can do all things shortly. Yes, 
nowadays technology allows all the processes done with a single computer. But come to 
the system organization, hierarchy also provides structural representation which 
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facilitates software development with respect to process management. Moreover, 
architectural hierarchy also has other importance. It also determines system extensibility. 
It will be discussed when we come to the topic on programmability on the later section. 
In short，for a robot to be reconfigurable on different tasks, programming is inevitably 
required. There are some routines or processes are essential and reusable while some 
routines need to add or reprogramming. If we can separate these into two groups, 
programming part of routines becomes feasible and flexible, where hierarchical 
classification can do this. Therefore in terms of software development as well as system 
extensibility, two layers of architecture should be the best format. 
Then come to the second question. How to classify processes into two levels? 
Simply to answer to this question is to put the processes in the execution level either up 
to the decision level or down to the functional level. But what is better? CLARAty [19] 
suggested the former one. Here, instead of a theoretic decision, the latter one is 
suggested. 
Given in literature, execution level manages communications between decision 
level and functional level, and coordinates a variety of processes in the functional level. 
However, in the proposed architecture, the execution level no longer exists. Elimination 
of this middle layer undoubtedly increases transparency between the two ends. To 
certain extent, this middle layer is a bit redundant for its existence in the sense of 
providing communication channel. To takeover its responsibilities, here is the new 
arrangement. Since coordination of processes is an important issue, putting it in the 
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lowest level will be a sensible choice for sure. Then how about the communication 
management? From a new perspective, it is the interface as a medium to handle 
communication between two levels in the hierarchy. In the following chapter, the 
concept of interface will be widely explored and discussed. Up to this stage, just keep in 
mind that it is not to ignore the conceptual functionalities defined in a robotics system 
but to implement them in a more sensible way, and this is what we are going to do. 
The desire to have the robot software architecture into a two-layer format is also 
influenced by the idea of the Client-Server model, in addition to overcoming the existing 
shortfall in hierarchical communication. To have better structure representation, the two 
levels are re-defined as application level and robot level respectively. These newly 
defined levels provide more appropriate sense for process assignment to its 
corresponding level. 
Mimicking Client-Server model, application refers to a collection of complex 
processes that requires relatively considerable computational resource to formulate a 
meaningful action. Client usually invokes this for special purpose as application. Robot 
Intelligence is to be possessed right here in this level. As applications can vary from one 
to another, classifying processes into configurable stream and non-configurable steam by 
hierarchy enhances programmability. In other words, this application level provides a 
good environment for application development. Without touching those source cods in 
robot level, programmer can be more confident in and concentrate on making any 
changing or modification to application-oriented process code, without a fear of 
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destroying those robot basic routines which have already been well-organized. On the 
other hand, all processes those are necessary for maintaining the robot basic functions 
such as navigation, tracking and firing sensors are all implemented in robot level. Robot 
acting as server regulates processes that are necessary for robot itself to survive as well 
as meets the request initiated from client. In this idea, robot level possesses processes 
those can keep the robot to be self-contained as well as processes related to behaviors 
such as obstacle avoidance so as to attain a minimal autonomy. 
To the end, this Client-Server representation facilitates software development as 
well as enhances robot programmability in the sense of easy switching of applications. 
Another benefit also come from this model is the computational efficiency. We can have 
robot processes to be run on the robot on-board computer while application processes on 
the other machine. This can relieve the burden to a single computer by sharing. This 
merit can become even more obvious in control over a wireless network. Figure 2 
summarizes the suggested hierarchy. 
Process property 
. Application Level 
CI聰 t Processes of intelligence 1 Reconfigurable 
Processes of application-oriented 
Interface  
Robot Level 1. Essential to robot 
Server Processes of self-content 2. Reusable 
Processes of autonomy 3. Reconfigurable-
Processes of behavior unnecessary 
Figure 2: The Client-Server Hierarchy 
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2.1.3 Short Summary in Hierarchy 
In short, having Client-Server Hierarchical structure will have following benefits. 
i. Better structural representation for software development. 
ii. Enhance programmability in the sense of easy switching of applications. 
iii. Distributive computing over network is possible under the Client-Server model. 
2.2 Modularity in Architecture 
2.2.1 Purpose of Modularity 
Modularity can be considered as a further classification of processes within a 
hierarchical level. Robot as a complex structure operates under a collection of multi-
processes. One of the foremost issues in designing robot software architecture is the 
need to manage the complexity of interactions. These interactions include interactions 
between individual components of system, and interactions between the system and its 
environment. A solution to deal with this complexity is through modularity within a 
given structure. Overall system complexity can be reduced by decomposing it into 
smaller components with well-defined abstraction levels and interfaces between them. 
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Under a hierarchy, there are several subsystems or components running 
independently or dependently. They each present some of the basic functions of the 
robot. Modularity as a kind of structure representation aims to identify them by 
decomposing the system into modules to a certain scale. While the system 
decomposition remains open topics, different literatures [31] [32] have their own 
decomposition strategies. For instance, RCS [19] decomposes system spatially in to four 
modules: BG, WM SP, and VJ. Each module is further decomposed temporally into 
every hierarchy. Therefore RCS decompose system both spatially and temporally 
forming a repetition of structure constituted by BG, WM SP, and VJ. 
2.2.2 Suggested Modularity 
Favoring the majority, task decomposition for system modularity is adopted. It is to 
decompose system with respect to separable function. Sometimes a function is 
associated with a series of processes. Due to the fact that these processes may be 
dependent on or by some other processes, there are interaction complexities between 
processes. Therefore the module corresponding to that function will be further broken 
down into a sub-module unlit the stage that the interconnection of the modules or sub-
modules being identified. From this view, the degree of decomposition or the scale of 
the modularity can vary a lot depending on how the task is defined and how the 
interconnection is to be identified. There is no well-established standard at this point. 
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In the proposed architecture, topics such as forward and inverse kinematics, 
control rules, navigation routine, localization algorithms and user interface can be all 
regarded as functional modules in the robot implementation. Having such scheme in 
decomposition have advantage of clearer presentation of software architecture as well as 
facilitating further development in terms of both algorithms and hardware add-ons by 
flexible addition or reduction of functional modules. 
In short, complexity of interactions can be visualized by the modular structure. 
Relations between processes can be easily identified with their type of interconnections 
that in turns assist the software development of the robotics system. In actual practice, 
this is the primary step of software implementation starting from modules to a system. 
2.3 Connectivity in Architecture 
2.3.1 Purpose of Connectivity 
Highly coupled to hierarchy and modularity is connectivity, for it is a way to connect 
two components together for communications. In other words, there are basically two 
types of connectivity, namely the connectivity between hierarchy and the connectivity 
between modules. Its existence is of no doubt a part of the structure. How it affects to 
the architecture is the way of the connection in a given structure. It is actually the 
interconnection across the modules and hierarchy showing the relations and interactions. 
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2.3.2 Suggested Connectivity 
Once having the system decomposition, the interconnection along with processes 
forming a functional module has been already defined. It is a top-down unidirectional 
flow from modules at the top to modules at the bottom. As functions will be repeated in 
cycle or some functions need it past output to be its next input such as servo-control, a 
looping mechanism will be restarted with individual functional module. 
A Hierarchical level 
Functional Functional . . . Functional 
厂 module 1 厂 module 2 �m o d u l e n 
Modules may have  
interaction with modules |- - _ - modules modules 
other forming . . . 
interconnection | ~ ~ | ~ | ~ 
crossing the modules modules modules 
functional modules • - - — 
y y r y 
Figure 3: Interconnection within a hierarchical level 
Figure 3 shows the picture about the interconnection between modules within a 
hierarchy. Notice that modules may have interaction with others forming 
interconnections crossing the functional modules. With this representation, modules are 
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assigned into different hierarchical levels according to their time-crucial characteristics 
in operation. Whether the module is loosely or tightly coupled with other modules also 
determines its hierarchical levels in the system. In real time operation, particular 
modules require simultaneous execution. This leads to distributive structure within a 
level where parallel modules are run on priority-based. While communication between 
modules is conducted by interconnection, Inter-hierarchy communication is on the other 
hand conducted through connection by interface, which will be, discuss right after this 
chapter. 
After the parametric study on architecture and the suggestion to each parameter, 




3. STUDY ON INTERFACES 
The word "interface" having a variety of meanings [33] but without causing confusion 
refers to common boundary shared by two bodies. This boundary can be physical like 
equipment, conceptual like communication, interaction, or even a program while the 
bodies can be in any sort of form. Whether it is a space, system, organization, or human 
being and whatever can be a subject of body on this matter. The interface aims to 
connect two compatible or incompatible things together and provide a channel for 
interactions. In the proposed architecture, three interfaces will be introduced as the new 
components to the architecture. These three interfaces standing for physical interface, 
application programming interface (API) and user interface provide a better picture of 
whole system framework to the robot software architecture. They present what have not 
been emphasized but actually always exist on the system. Why are all interfaces? First, 
having the terms with the same terminology gives consistent and more understandable 
idea for conceptual uptake. Second, they indeed possess similar properties as a medium 
between two bodies. Next, each interface will be discussed individually and addressed 
with its importance in formation of the robot software architecture. The term "advanced 
interface" in title refers to the concept of the interface being applied in a wide and 
advanced sense. 
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3.1 Physical Interface 
Between the robot programming processes and the physical environment is the physical 
body of the robot. Taking the meaning of connecting things of incompatibility, it is the 
interface between the environment and the system of robot software. As it is physical in 
nature, the hardware part of the robot constitutes physical interface. 
It is important as the software development cannot be implemented in the 
absence of hardware. It is the hardware that determines whether certain processes to be 
necessary or not. Hardware configuration somehow affects the structure of software 
architecture, but it is not to say that a general reference model of robot software 
architecture cannot be concluded because of hardware dependence. Modularity will 
cover and absorb the variance in hardware. The main point here is that there should be a 
connection of robot software to robot hardware. In terms of processes, modules under a 
particular function stream will involve communication with hardware. 
3.2 Application Programming Interface (API) 
This is not an invented term, but common in any aspect of programming. API provides 
programming abstraction from the user. It is a function call that invokes a series of 
programs to achieve certain computation result, but what type of programs are invoked 
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and how they are invoked become a secret. Programming abstraction is originated from 
two reasons. One is to protect the content of the program code against disclosure. It is a 
matter of protection on the intellectual property. Mostly this is a commercial concern. 
Another reason is not to make user being overwhelmed by the source code. Sometimes 
user is not required to well understand all the things behind in order to apply a function. 
It is troublesome to get involved in going through a lot of complex computations for no 
purpose. A simple function call can make programming easy. This is what API does, as 
an interface between user and program. 
API can be of different level depending on application and targeted user. API can 
be simply a collection of a few basic functions. On the other hand, it can be of a 
complex structure formed by different API functions from different levels. It really 
depends on the applications. Now, put it into our case of development of the robot 
software architecture. What is its purpose? 
As discussed in the previous chapter, a Client-Server hierarchy is suggested. API 
as a connection between the client and server is undoubtedly a relevant combination. 
Different from the execution level in the three-layer architecture where communication 
may occur in several channels, in the proposed architecture, only one functional module 
is specialized for external communication from client. Therefore, the communication 
control happens in the robot level. The job of API here is simply to govern the data 
exchange between program in application level and program in robot level given a 
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protocol. Data processing happens in either the robot level or the application level, but 
not API. 
From the programmer at the application point of view, API provides layer of 
abstraction from low level to high level. It has its advantage of efficient programming 
with focus on application only. It is not necessary for programmer at this level to 
understand every tiny piece of control unit, such as control of the individual motors, 
converting sensor readings to physical quantities and so on, in order to control the robot 
as a single until. Just well defined functions will do all the underlying things in a 
systemic and organized way. There is no hardware manipulation stuff in order to control 
the robot. Furthermore, separating different levels of functions maintains the neatness of 
programming structure. 
As mentioned before, API operates given a communication protocol. Borrowing 
the protocol in Client-Server model over Internet, TCP/IP is adopted. With TCP/IP 
protocol, different platforms, different operating system as well as programs written by 
different language can communicate without problems. Consequently, this allows 
distributive processes across multi-machines over Internet, which may in turns enhance 
the computational efficiency. 
The idea of abstraction comes to the topic of open robot software movement. The 
idea of Open Robot Control Software [34] is to through a community of common 
interest develop infrastructure of robot software, which is more or less independent of 
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hardware configuration. The movement is still in progress. Another company iRobot 
Corporation [35] make it available. However, it is only limited to its own robots and not 
given as open source. Both projects use object-oriented programming with reference to 
standard of CORE A standard [36]. 
3.3 User Interface 
Human desire is involved in the robot applications of any kind. It is the user interface to 
direct human desire into the input of the application. User interface is a device or a 
program e.g. GUI that is designed to corporate the transfer information between human 
and machine. The information transfer can be bidirectional meaning that user interface 
can accept input and generate output. Every robot should at least possess one type of 
interface for user to command and operate. 
Someone may be confused as both the user interface and the physical interface 
involve hardware components, why there is a need to classify them into two. The idea is 
that, user interface acting as a medium to provide interaction to human as a form of 
response from robot. The type of interaction may change with the applications. As 
application level allows modules or process to be re-configurable. It becomes more 
flexible to put the user interface routine in the application level. Programming running 
the user interface can be implemented by modules in the application level. Second 
reason to the need of classification is that user interface different from physical interface 
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is not necessarily built on-board with respect to robot. Those are necessary to be 
mounted one robot include robot sensation to the environment and robot actuation on 
end effector for manipulation task. All of them belong to robot hardware. However, for 
remote control of robot, user interface must be built away from robot. From this point of 
view, user interface and physical interface obviously belong to different classes. 
The recent trend in the robotics research is to develop a robot that can imitate 
human intelligence. One way is to integrate novel idea into the robot embedded 
algorithms. Another way to achieve this is by enhancing the capacity of user-interface 
[37]. Today the objective in the development of the user interface is far beyond to just 
enhance user-friendliness of the interface, but as an ultimate goal to raise the quality of 
interaction to a standard similar to human-to-human communication. Multimodal 
human-robot interface is now very popular in research [38] for this purpose and 
multimode means user can communicate with robot through various channels such as 
speech, hand gesture and touch while the robot can provide voice feedback or graphical 
facial expression like a human. 
The consideration of user interface helps programmers to decide where they 
should put processes for human-machine interaction and communication. This also 
arouses attention to the ever-changing world of the user interface, which is as important 
as other field of development in robotics. Finally, the suggested modular structure 
representation assists the plug-in and out of multi-user-interface. 
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4. PROSPOSED ROBOT SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
It would be a rather short chapter, as most of the considerations on design of the 
architecture are discussed in the previous two chapters. Here mainly is to show a result 
from the conclusion after the studying the architecture and the interfaces. 
Figure 4 gives a graphical description of the proposed software architecture. We 
can see two triangles, while one is inverted and one is not, being connected at the tips. 
These two triangles represent two hierarchy levels: Application Level and Robot Level 
respectively. The three lines crossing the bases of triangles as well as the tips represent 
the three interfaces. The line at the bottom is the physical interface while the line at the 
top is the user interface. Bridging the client and server hierarchy is the API. 
In short, a two layered Client-Server architecture is suggested. System 
decomposition with respect to functions results in modular structure within a 
hierarchical level. Modules are assigned into different hierarchical levels according to 
their time-crucial characteristics in operation. Whether the module is loosely or tightly 
coupled with other modules also determines its hierarchical levels in the system. In real 
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time operation, particular modules require simultaneous execution. This leads to 
distributive structure within a level where parallel modules are run on priority-based. 
The architectural shape also explicitly reflects the right trend of the robotics 
development. While the vertical dimension indicates the degree of system intelligence 
growing from bottom to top, the lateral dimension indicates diversity of interface. This 
means interface at region of wider width tends to come up with more and more effort in 
development or variation in products. Cases such as invention of hardware or 
improvement in hardware should be promoted because it benefits the robotics 
development. A good example could be the introduction of sensor or user interface of 
new type to enhance the capability of robot. Divergence is appreciated. 
On the other hand, interface at region of narrower width should be avoided with 
variations. This is the case of functional API. When it comes up as a standard, repetition 
of effort devoted to this level of software development can be avoided. API imposing 
hardware abstraction actually missions to provide a common, easy and user-friendly 
programming environment for the robot development. Like the projects mentioned in 
previous section of API, the goal at this horizon is to attain a common, ready-to-use 
application programming interface for software development of robots of different 
hardware configurations. Here, convergence is appreciated. 
After all, the shape, the hierarchy, the modules and the interconnections conclude 
the proposed robot software architecture. Let's label it as 3I2L model. 
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Figure 4: Proposed robot software architecture in a general sense 
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5. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
Having proposed the robot software architecture, time is ripe for the practical 
implementation. In this project, a mobile robot having holonomic driving mechanism 
equipped with ranging sensors has been built to realize the proposed robot software 
architecture. This chapter rather than a mere discussion on the software architecture 
briefly describes every detail in the formation of the system as my part of research 
contribution. The robot system framework is dissected into the following section: 
hardware implementation, software considerations and implementations. 
5.1 Hardware Implementation 
There are two major types of terrestrial mobile robot, namely the wheeled-type and the 
legged-type mobile robot. Although the legged robots come into hot topics recently, 
their appreciated performances are only confined to demonstrations. Those real practical 
mobile robots servicing the society are still the wheeled one, because of their both high 
static and dynamic stability. In this research project, a wheeled type mobile robot has 
been built with the aim to provide transportation service. As part of the research work, 
hardware implementation includes the design of the driving mechanism, power 
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distribution system, integration of ultrasonic and infrared sensors into the system, as 
well as system prototyping. Figure 5 shows the RCL Robot developed by Robot Control 
Laboratory, ACAE, CUHK. 
BBTIMW ylpu ！?BMIHPIBIBBHMWMII^ BBIWBBWBWH 
Figure 5: RCL robot 
5.1.1 Driving Module 
Prior to any part, the design on the driving mechanism is foremost. An omni-directional 
movement achieved by three castor wheel sets is proposed, after the comparison on 
different wheel types, see table 1. Comparing to existing robot, this configuration has an 
advantage over the mobile robot, like B21, with synchronized driving mechanism in 
terms of possessing one extra DOF in mobility, resulting in flexible trajectory. This also 
has another advantage over the four-castor-wheeled robot, like Normad XR4000，in 
terms of reduced over-constrained conditions, resulting in better controllability. 
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Table 1; Summary on driving configurations in wheeled mobile robot 
Wheel configuration Suitable wheels Features 
Universal wheels Three rotational velocities of the 
J H ^ Orthogonal wheels motor are treated as input resulting 
广 Spherical wheels in holonomic drive. 
I ) Since the wheels in this The translation and the rotation 
) 詹 configuration are not motion driven by motors are not 
steerable, only wheels fully decoupled, which complicate 
with allowable the control, 
unconstrainted lateral 
Omni directional motions suit.  
^ ^ Universal wheels Three motor, one for x-translation, 
Orthogonall wheels one for y-translation, one for 
广 rotation, are treated as input 
1 / Since the wheels in this resulting in holonomic drive. 
t Jm configuration are not 
� steerable, only wheels The translation and the rotation 
• • with allowable motion driven by motors are fiilly 
unconstrainted lateral decoupled, which simplify the 
Omni directional motions suit. control.  
Castor wheels Singularity occurs when changing 
the wheel orientation. 
^ ~ J I I Y High payload, 
A w w A All wheels are under e.g. a sidewalk after a translation 
^ ^ robot platform. 
XB) ( M / Several designs, with complex 
structure and control. 
Omni directional Reliable: e.g. Nomad XR2000 
1 caster wheel + a pair Tricycle 
• of wheels 
( [ ) Cannot perform lateral motion. 
H I Simple construction 
Complicate the trajectory and so as 
the control 
Not omni directional  
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Figure 6: Major hardware parts for driving 
Table 2: Hardware specification of the mobile base 
Maxon Servo Motors (Encoder + Motor + Gear Head set) SOW rated 
Motor X 6 3 for steeling: gear head reduction ratio 11:57 
3 for driving: gear head reduction ratio 187:3591 
Driver x 6 Maxon 12-50 VDC 
_ . - Steeling: reduction ratio 480:3024 
(jearbox x J Driving: reduction ratio 288:960 
Battery x 4 48V lead acid 
Wheel X 3 Dimensions: D 120mm x W20mm Material: Rubber 
^nfroHer x 2 Adlink PCI-8134 4 axis stepper /servo motion controller 
Figure 6 and Table 2 show the pictures and the some specifications of the major 
hardware components chosen for the development of the mobile base. 
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5.1.1.1 Wheels and motors arrangement 
Figure 7: The three wheel configuration 
There are three sets of independent drives forming the mobile base. Each single drive 
consists of two motors and the gearbox. About the two motors, one is for steeling the 
wheel while the other is for driving the wheel. Since the requirement on the steeling and 
the driving motors are different, different combined gear ratios are designed. It should 
have a fast steeling speed and high output torque in driving. Therefore, we have: 
= = 1:32.645 
Steering: Combined gear ratio 57 36 84 172368 
187 18 16 53856 , " … ， 
— X X = == \ • 64 Oil 
Driving: Combined gearratio 3591 24 40 — 3447360 “ ‘ 
During steeling, the differential gear set within the gearbox will cause the wheel rotating. 
This coupling effect is governed by the rule:�steeling = 1乃0)driving，where co refers 
to the angular velocity of the corresponding motors. 
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5.1.1.2 Kinematics of wheeled mobile robot 
In constructing a mobile robot, the kinematics is one of the most fundamental. Here, 
both forward and inverse kinematics will be discussed. In the forward kinematics part, 
the displacement of the robot is the major concern since it tells about the position change 
of the robot according to the wheel encoder reading. In the inverse kinematics part, the 
desired velocity for the robot is the major concern. This is achieved by determining the 
corresponding wheels velocities in terms of desired motors' velocities. 
Forward kinematics means the transformation of positional data from joint 
coordinate to world coordinate. Applied to case of mobile robot, it is to determine the 
robot displacement based on the encoder data attached on the motor shaft. In the 
following, the position of the mobile robot is to be determined based on the encoder 
readings on the motor. It can also be seen as odometry of the mobile robot. 
A Global axis Y “ A ( 9 / 
个 Z x{k + 1 ) = x{k) +Ax 
^ J；(众+ 1)=少⑷+Ay 
^ ^ 1 A3； (9(A: + 1) = 6'(A:)+A(9 
I at time k+1 
Lr^Ax…… 
at time k 
Global axis X 
^ 
Figure 8: Forward kinematics problem 
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Figure 8 shows clearly that the goal of forward kinematics is to solve dx, dy, and 
d9. The information given is the encoder readings in each time interval. In this problem, 
mobile robot will be treated as rigid body, and concepts of planar motion will be applied. 
Q ~ ~ ^ Supporting points of 
Z castor wheel 
Figure 9: The equilateral triangle of three supporting points 
Refer to the Figure 9 the three supporting points of the castor wheels form a 
equilateral triangle on robot supporting plate. However, it is not the case for the three 
contact points between the wheel and ground. This is due to the offset between the 
driving axis and the steering support axis. The triangle forming on the ground is not 
always equilateral. Calculation based on these three points could be tedious. So for 
simplifying the case, assume displacement happens at the wheels equals the 
displacement on the supporting point on plate. In this way, all the information from 
encoders can be directly applied to the three points on the equilateral triangle. After that, 
all the calculations will be based on this triangle. 
In rigid body, knowing positions of two points and their relative distance is 
enough to determine all the position of all points on the rigid body. Therefore, assume 
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the robot center is at the triangle center, the robot position or more precisely, its position 
and orientation can be determined by information from two of the three wheels. 
Now, we are going to derive the geometrical relationship among the three points, 
i.e. the robot center, and the two of supporting points denoted as A, B. Let robot pose 
(position and orientation) be (x，y, 6). 
Y 
/\ 
Figure 10: Geometrical relation between robot center and A，B 
When 0 is zero, for point A, x^ = - L sin 30° , y ^ = L cos 30° 
for point B, x^ = - L s i n 3 0 ° , y^ = - I cos 30® 
^ = | " � - ^ = [“ 0 _ 
_ � c o s <9 - s in6»T 0 1 �2 Z x o s 3 0 � s i n < 9 _ 
When 9 is non-zero, r = , ^ ^ = 
仙 sin (9 COS0 2Lcos30° - 2Lcos30° cos6'_ 
[X j — x 1 _ � c o s 没一 s i n < 9 T — L s i n 3 0 。 ~ | _「一 L s i n ( 3 0 � + 6 > ) ] 
an L y ^ - y J 一 |_sin(9 J_ Z ^ c o s 3 0 � J _ | _ Lcos (30�+(9) J 
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Now, consider the robot undergoes general plane motion. 
A 
个 AA A ， • 
Figure 11: General plane motion decomposition 
Note general plane motion is separate as two motion independently and have a 
sequence: translation followed by rotation. This kind of assumption is valid only when 
the time interval of motion is small. The relative motion gives the following relation. 
A 5 = + dP仙 
As state in Figure 10，r^g = Z), 
By trigonometry, we easily obtain, Dsin —^ = ~ — and A^ = 2 s i n " ' — . 
V 2 y 2 � 2 D ^ 
It follows that since dr^s is the difference between the displacement traveled by wheel 
B and wheel A, which are measurable by its corresponding encoder on driving axis, by 
knowing the direction of wheel A, B (again can be obtain by encoder on steering axis) 
the change in orientation for the whole robot is obtain as A ^ . After that, the robot 
center can be located by relative positioning with one of these two points A and B. 
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5.1.1.3 Inverse kinematics of the mobile robot 
With the forward kinematics solution, we can calculate the position of the robot. But 
when controlling a mobile robot, it is necessary to develop an inverse solution of the 
mobile robot. The goal of inverse kinematics is very clear, to find the velocity of each 
wheel that can be controlled. In the case of the mobile robot using in this research, three 
castor wheels are fully actuated. There are totally six parameters to determined: three 
wheel driving speed and three steering speed. 
Now, let's define some notations for the following formulation. 
熟 yaxis 
^ ^ m M X ex i s t 
^ z motion 
Figure 12: (i) Notation of the castor wheel (ii) Wheel frame assignment 
Whereas denotes the steering speed and (p' denotes the driving speed of the wheel. 
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By [39], the inverse kinematics is solved as follow: 
First each castor wheel is treated individually. 
Figure 13: Notation of wheel parameters 
Similar to forward kinematics the wheel are treated independently. But the input 
is the velocity of the whole mobile robot in world frame [V;c, Vy, co]. It is assumed that the 
wheel will not slip in translation, thus it is believed that the velocity of the wheel center 
is r(p\ where r is the radius of the wheel. The wheel will have no velocity along the 
driving wheel axis i.e. no slipping. 
Using these assumptions, the inverse kinematics of one wheel can be formulated as: 
- v ^ sin (a + + v , cos(a + p)+col cos p = rep� 
v^ cos(a + p)+Vy sin(« + /?) + Q){d + lsmp)= 
where Vv, v � c o are given as input while /3' and (p'zxQ the corresponding output speeds. 
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Knowing the fact that the mobile robot undergoes a parallel transform for the 
three wheels, this implies the three wheels act independently and can be solved one by 
one. Therefore, using the formula formed previously and repeated three times to each 
wheel, a matrix for the inverse kinematics of the mobile robot is formed. 
—sin(ai + cos ( a , + / ? , ) I cos p�]�Vx � r 0 0~|「灼’ 
- s i n ( a 2 + a ) cos («2+y^2) Zcosy^2 v^ = 0 r 0 cp^ 
- s i n ( a 3 + >^3) cos(a3 + A ) ^ c o s c o 0 0 r 約’ 
-cos(ai + ) s in(ai + p^) d + lsinp^ ]�v太 1 � ^ / 0 0"|�y^i'1 � 
cos((22 + ) sin(a2 + A ) d + lsinp^ v^ = 0 d 0 P^ 
cos(a3 + ) sin(a3+/?3) (i + / sin p^ co 0 0 d p^' 
By the current configuration of the mobile robot, the value of a, r and d are 
measured based on the following diagram. 
Wheel 2 腰 
A l , • I I 
\ / „ 7 IWheel n u m b e r [ \ 
2 120� R 
/ / ^ ^ 3 丨240� |R — 
Wheel 3 
/ M 
Figure 14: Parameters of mobile robot inverse kinematics 
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Thus, the inverse kinematics solution is formed. One point to add, the forward 
kinematics solution is not derived by using inverse matrix of inverse kinematics solution 
because it does not give direct and fast solution to the robot pose. 
5.1.1.4 Dynamic Controller 
Since we are using the computer and the DSP to implement the motion control, therefore 
what we have is a digital control system see 
Coupuici livteifnre 
c 咖 i , ： i i c o n u d h 
Figure 15: Digital control system 
Digital controller on position and velocity control were introduced into our 
digital system (the robot). The position control is especially important for the steering 
orientation of the wheels while the velocity control is especially important to the 
synchronization between the driving wheels. 
Two discrete PID controllers are applied for the motion control [40]: 
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Position control: 
m = K,e{k) + K^T^eii) + ^[e{k) - e{k -1)] (4) 
/=o 1 
Velocity control: 
f{k) = f{k -1 ) + K,[e{k) - e{k -1)] + K^Teik) + - 2e(k -1) + e{k - 2)] (5) 
where Kp Proportional gain, 
Ki Integral gain, 
Kd Derivative gain, 
T Sampling period, (Our system on average 0.02s) 
f(k) control signal, 
e(k) error signal. 
Tuning the PID gain of the controller is one of the tedious and time-consuming 
works in the experiment. Since there is no definite systematic way to find the gains for 
the un-modeled digital system, we started to find the gain by estimating our whole setup 
(including the motor and computer) as an analog system. Then it seemed it might help us 
to obtain the required gains from those analog-tuning method. Here we use Ziegler-
Nichols Tuning of analog PID [41]. 
In Ziegler-Nichols Tuning, the corresponding three gains are defined as follow: 
Gis) = K 1 + V + ^  (6) 
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And their corresponding optimal values are roughly related to the experimental 
parameters; here we use marginally stable system for the gains estimation: 
K = 0.6Kc 
T, = 0.5Tc 
Td =0.125TC 
where K Proportional gain, 
Ti Integral / Reset time, 
Td Derivative time, 
Tc period of critical cycle 
I , 
Figure 16: Marginally stable system 
We started with P control. We gradually increased the gain until the marginally 
stable system response was observed. For example, we command the steering axis to 
perform one revolution. We can treat as a step input the system. With increasing the p 
gain, oscillation with higher amplitude is resulted. Based on this, we obtained the Kc. 
However, the gains obtained by this method gave an unstable system response to our 
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system. Therefore we gave up this method. Instead, we proposed the following theme in 
the tuning of PID gain for our system. 
i. Start with P control, with try-and-error searching a P gain such that small 
overshoot and short transient step response is obtained. 
ii. Fixing P gain, fine-tune I gain and D gain through studying the gains' profiles to 
obtain a desirable controller. 
Driving axes 
Figure 17: Experimental setup on motion control 
The corresponding gains are 29, 1/1700，0.25 for the proportional, integral, 
derivative gains respectively. These values are quite contradicted to those values 
obtained by Ziegler-Nichols Tuning. 
Experiments were conducted in which position control was implemented in both the 
steering axes and driving axes control while velocity control was implemented in the 
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driving axes. The total pulses for a turn are 65290 and 128022 counts for the steering 
axis and driving axis respectively. The following figure shows the experimental results 
of steering axes in performing different portions of turn. Notice that both axes were 
simultaneously controlled. 
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The following figure shows the experimental results of driving axes in 
performing different portions of turn. Notice that both axes were simultaneously 
controlled. 
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Figure 19: Step response of the steering axes in position control. 
From the experimental result of position control, we can see that the axes can be 
controlled in such a manner that almost the same displacements were recorded 
throughout the motion. Short transient responses were also recorded. The system 
responses became steady within 6 seconds. However, one thing needs to be noticed that 
since the tuning of the PID gains was referenced to the single turn, i.e. 360 degree, 
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therefore, the best performance was obtained when the steering axis was commanded to 
perform one turn. A degraded step responses were observed when the steering axis was 
commanded to perform much smaller portion of turn, such as one-eighth of a turn. The I 
gain should be further adjusted based on reference input. It will be done up-coming 
experiment of motion control under heavy loading. 
The following figure shows the experimental results of driving axes in different 
reference velocity. Notice that both axes were simultaneously controlled. 
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Figure 20: Step Response of the driving Axes in Velocity Control. 
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Owing to the high frequency rippling in the step response of the velocity control, 
low pass filter is added. Butterworth analog filter was applied. First we chose the 2nd 
order filter and then by using Z-transform, we obtained the different equation, which is 
the digitalized form of the analog filter: 
filtered-vel(k) = 0.01689 • recorded-vel(k) 
+ 0.03380 * recorded-vel(k-l) + 0.01689 * recorded-vel(k-2) 
+ 1.60100 * fitlered-vel(k-l) — 0.66890 * fitlered-vel(k-2); 
(V) 
Again, synchronization was observed between two axes. 
After the test on table, we conducted the on-road test for the mobile robot. It is 
proved to be successful with consistent result with the test on table. 
Figure 21 shows the overall control architecture for the motion control which 
combines the topics above mentioned. In developing a motion control of a wheeled 
mobile robot, the most fundamental part is to control the wheels so that they response 
corresponding to the desired command (may be number of rotation or velocity). Later, 
the trajectory tracking is to make the robot goes to the desired posture. The task is to 
complete the motor controllers so that the motors response to the command in a 
reasonable time. 
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Desire 
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Current position Forward ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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Figure 21: Control architect of the motion control 
5.1.1.5 Emergency Stop 
For the safety to user and for easy stopping of the robot in m m ^ ^ ^ m a m j ^ ^ ^ m ^ m m 
debugging, emergency stop is installed on the top of the 
mobile robot. It will cut the power to motors. ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ K ^ ^ H H ^ ^ 
B b H 
Figure 22: Emergency stop 
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5.1.1.6 Homing Mechanism for Steering Axis 
It is assumed that at the start of every motion, the wheels are configured randomly. This 
is especially the start after a long period of time of no operation; the wheels will be 
oriented differently from the last memorized location. Therefore, a predefined position is 
necessary for resetting a desired steering orientation for every the start of motion to 
guarantee the proper functioning. In our robot, an opto-switch is used for such homing 




Figure 23: Schematic diagram and real picture of Home Position Detection. 
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5.1.2 Sensing Module 
Figure 24: Installation of sensors and sensor circuit on the robot 
Figure 24 shows the sensors being installed on the mobile robot platform. In this 
research, three types of sensors will be used. They are ultrasonic sensor, infrared sensor 
and tactile sensor for different range of object detection so as to avoid collision. The 
sensors mounted around the robot perimeter at two level hopes to have a comprehensive 
coverage with limited amount of sensors. Next, we will go through the hardware 
formation of the sensing system. 
Figure 25: (i) Ultrasonic sensor (ii) infrared sensor 
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5.1.2.1 Sensing System 
A programmed microprocessor AVR 8515 is installed on a function-specified circuit 
board to drive all the sonar, infrared and tactile sensor mounted on the doors. The sensor 
system includes 24 sonar sensors, 24 infrared sensors, every four sensors as a group 
mounted on the 6 doors forming two rings of sensor arrays. The upper ring is the sonar 
array while the lower ring is the infrared array. The tactile sensors are installed at the 
four comers of each door. Data transmission is achieved using comport. 
5.1.2.2 Using Comport as the Data Transmission Medium 
Using comport/ serial port as a medium of data transmission between the sensor circuit 
board and robot PC has a cost-effective reason. All the installation cost will be just the 
comport cable instead of purchasing an expensive I/O PCI interface. Second compared 
to the USB, serial programming is well supported in Linux system with a long history of 
application. Based on these, comport has its merit in the selection of the data 
transmission medium. 
Apart from the cost, a fast-enough data transmission rate is even more crucial. As 
our perspective, the data transmission rate equals size of data to be transmitted over the 
operation cycle of the whole set of sensor array. In our case, the total number of byte to 
be sent is 73 while the optimized operation period is 240ms. Therefore the minimum 
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transmission rate of the interface must be 73x8 / 240ms = 2433 baud. Since the 
maximum baud rate of the comport is 115200，the comport is well fast enough for our 
designed sensor system. 
5.1.3 Power Configuration 
Different from manipulators, mobile robot need stand alone power supply for the normal 
operation so as to maintain mobility without restriction. Consider the case in which the 
robot is always plugged with power cord to obtain power from the main supply. Its 
workspace is obviously confined by the physical length of the cord. Moreover, this 
power cord will introduce several hazards to the robot, such as the wrapping around the 
robot or knocking the robot when the cord is putting on the floor. Once the power cord is 
detached, the system fails, which is undesirable. In our robotic system, the 48V battery 
set will support all the devices on the robot. Different voltage levels are required for 
different devices. Choosing the 48VDC primary voltage level is because it is the highest 
DC voltage level acquired by the robot, i.e. the voltage rating of the motors. Also, as the 
motors consume the largest portions of power, it is of more power efficient to supply 
48VDC directly instead of stepping up from other DC voltage level. For other devices, 
converters can be applied to make other voltage supplies ready. 
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5.13.1 Basic Power Connection 
Four 12VDC lead-acid batteries are connected in series to give 48VDC. The battery set 
will be put at the lower part of the robot. For the sake of connection, each battery is 
equipped with power connector. This eases the steps of replacement of the batteries. 
f * 
叛 肩 / I 
� ‘ / ^ ^ - Wire inside the robot \ 
‘ 、 / { • 赫 o ) 
l2Vhanery 12V battery / \ W\ C / 
The wire connection between the baneries. / / 
Figure 26: Primary power source by 4 battery connection 
5.1.3.2 Design on Power Distribution System 
To reduce complexity of power delivery to computer, especially avoid damage to the 
delicate mother-board, inverter is one of the possible solutions. An inverter will 
transform the DC voltage into AC voltage. In our robotic system, a 48VDC input 
inverter is used to provide 230VAC to the original switching power supply of the 
desktop PC. This has also an advantage of using the PC at any time without the battery 
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supply, which means batteries are not always necessary during the time of debugging. 
This also increases flexibility of upgrading the PC since replacement of a PC doesn't 
require any re-design on power circuitry. Converter with multiple outputs supports 
renaming electronic devices. Figure 27 and Figure 28 give the pictures of details. 
m- 
~ 230VAC, 24V, 12V. 
二 50FJZ 5V,.J2V 二 ServoAmp Inv^er -pji DC/DCs 
\ Motors I 丨 PC I Electronic 
L : — : I : ” devicM 
OV (Atialog GND) ^ ^^^ ^^^ i 
Figure 27: Schematic diagram of power distribution system of robot 
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Figure 28: Overall power distribution system of robot 
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5.2 Software Considerations 
5.2.1 Operating System 
Linux has several advantages over other OS. 
A. It's freeware and freely customizable. 
B. The shell script is highly programmable and powerful than the Windows/DOS 
batch files. 
C. It's more stable and more secure. 
In our robot, Red Hat® 7.0，one of the Linux distributions is chosen as the 
operation system for the robot because of above reasons and recommendation of motion 
controller card to work with Red Hat® 7.0. In order to simplify the operation with the 
motion controller, start-up script is added for initialization of the motion controller card 
once the system is booted. This means the compiled programs for the motion controller 
can be executed once without further preliminary setup. 
5.2.2 Parallel Processing 
Since multi-control on multi-motors is essential to the motion control of the mobile 
robot, multi-process programming is required. In our robot, we applied multi-threaded 
programming for the parallel control of the motors. 
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Here is the detail of the multithreaded programming. A multithreaded program is 
similar to multiprocess program, but with several threads running simultaneously. A 
thread can be considered as a light-weight process, but with much faster context 
switching (switching needed from running a thread to other thread), common address 
space shared by threads (ie. interprocess communication can be eliminated) and standard 
synchronization technique (mutex). In c program, it is implemented by Pthread. Pthread 
is provided by POSIX and is one of the parallel programming function series in C library. 
{functions for motors} 
Thread 1 y » •• •• ^ 
M M h M ^ 
't '1 M 
I I ‘ • I I I I 
• I ‘ • I I I I CPU 
• I ‘ » I I I I u 
‘ I ' • • I > I 
• I • » I I • I • 
I I ' I I I I I I • 
Thread 2 , ' « . ' ' ' » ' < « ^ time 
I 1 • I I ' I " 
I \ I » I I I I ^^  functions for sensors} 
I I • II I I I I I I ！ »• I I I ‘ 
I »’ II 11 11 
I \ ‘ II ii 11 
Thread 3 y' t •； 、； ^ 
{user process } 
Variables are fully accessed under the single source code 
Figure 29: Multithreaded programming 
The approach of choosing the multithreaded programming has several advantages 
over multi-process programming (i.e. using fork() ) toward parallel processing. First, 
multithreaded programming leads to smaller overhead in processing. Unlike fork, 
pthread will not totally duplicate the process image into the memory for running parallel 
process. Instead, only a stack of the thread routine will be produced. This surely reduces 
the computational burden to the system. Second, communication in multi-process 
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requires techniques of IPC, which is not as efficient as communication in terms of 
sharing global valuables like multithreaded programming. 
5.3 Implementation of Robot Software Architecture 
Following the scheme of proposed robot software architecture, the robot software 
system is developed into two hierarchies. One as an application level and one as a robot 
level. In the robot server, we can have threads to regulate the hardware such as updating 
sensor readings or driving the motor at the same time optionally spawn thread that is an 
infinite loop that wait for commands from client program. Both the client and the server 
will have their own data structure. The task decomposition is implemented with respect 
to the functional routine that will be possessed by robot. Each of these functional 
modules will be assigned to a thread for running. Owing to the fact that, threads even in 
the same level should possess different priority during concurrent processing. A 
distributive structure with prioritized streaming of threads is formed. This is for better 
coherence of robot processes. 
Four basic and elementary modules have been built during the research. They are 
local terminal module, navigation module, sensing module and communication module. 
They will be discussed one by one. 
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5.3.1 Local Terminal Module 
Usually, a server program is referred to a background processes (daemon) that can only 
provide service through client program connection. While there is no client request, it 
acts as a sleeping process. To match our criteria of autonomy of the robot server, we 
give it a terminal for simple command-based control by user. That is we allow the server 
to be stand-alone program that can perform simple task without any client program 
connection. A good example using such kind of strategy can be found in literature [42]. 
In our case, the simple task refers to navigation from one point to another, following a 
given trajectory. Therefore, the control of the mobile robot by client becomes optional. 
The module is very simple in structure having the major routine of accepting command, 
translating command to simple trajectory planner in navigation module and displaying 
the output. These outputs include what user have inputted, the robot global position and 
velocity. 
5.3.2 Navigation Module 
Navigation undoubtedly is fundamental to mobile robot. Navigation is a multi-discipline 
issue including forward and inverse kinematics of model, control on motion, motion or 
path planning. In a view of this, this functional module will be further decomposed 
based on these associated disciplines. 
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In the previous section, the formulations for the forward and inverse kinematics 
of mobile robot model have been derived. The modules mainly apply them to provide 
mathematical calculation for the navigation routine. The module of motor control by 
applying digital PID control law governs position and velocity of the six motors. In 
order to achieve synchronization of all the motors, the module spawns temporal threads 
upon on any new reference input for simultaneous motor control. These temporal threads 
will be dismissed once the desired output is achieved or a new reference has been 
formed for tracking on new target. This reference is initiated by the trajectory planner, 
which is another module constituting navigation routine. 
Within the robot level, the job of the planner can be of two levels. The high level 
planning is tracking on targeted position and velocity. Of course, at this point they are 
referenced to robot not motors. This posture tracking should be basic to any kind of 
mobile robot. Posture tracking without any other localization agency relies on forward 
kinematics solution about the robot pose at that particular moment so as to calculate the 
next reference input for motion control. On the other hand, the low level planning makes 
the final decision on that reference based on certain other conditions. These conditions 
include motion filtering to avoid abrupt change in robot motion and to attain a smoother 
trajectory, obstacle avoidance, and command invoked by local module. 
To make the decision algorithm simple and effective enough, potential field 
method [43] is adopted. The idea of potential field method (PMF) is introduced some 
imaginary forces acting on a robot. The obstacles exert repulsive forces onto a robot, 
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while the target applies the attractive force to the robot. The sum of all forces, the 
resultant force, determines the subsequent direction and speed of travel. Since the PMF 
can be implemented quickly and initially provide acceptable results without requiring 
many refinements. • ^ 
Obstacle I m 
A f / 广 Obstacle 
2). These two force 办 
vectors are due to _ , ^ X ' ^ I Z S a 
the obstacles 二 及 � 如 'W 丨“脚 ^ 1) This is the original 
ongoing force vector 
Sensor pulse ^ 1 V 
M ^ J \ ^ ^ 3). The resultant ongoing 
m ft 叛 force vector is the sum 
釋 • W of all vectors. 
Figure 30: Potential Field Method 
5.3.3 Sensing Module 
To attain minimal autonomy, the robot should be able to react to the dynamically 
changing environment reflexively. Obstacle avoidance always is an important issue in 
robots because only a collision-free navigation or operation can provide a reliable and 
safety service. Apart from the basic control the sensors such as the firing of sensor and 
retrieval of sensor data, it would be affordable and of benefit for the functional module 
to include any self-protection scheme. In our case, the computational cost in obstacle 
avoidance is inexpensive because the geometrical relation between robot and sensor 
position is static, transformation of obstacle data involves only a few steps of calculation. 
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Once the obstacle information is ready, it is the decision of user whether he / she use it 
or not. In our sensing module, an option can be chosen to decide whether the robot 
obstacle avoidance is applied or not. This also gives programmer convenience in the 
development of the applications since he isn't required to be concerned about the 
collision problem. The function is further divided into three modules having better 
representation. 
5.3.3.1 Sensor Data Retrieval 
As the sensor system will be integrated into the Linux system, serial programming in 
Linux using C language is applied. Same as programming in other OS, a series of 
initialization steps to define data transmission mode is pre-defmed. Then a signal 
handler is implemented to acknowledge the program process to proceed the reading data 
once the comport is interrupted by data coming from outside. Once the reading cycle 
ends, the process will wait for the reading data of the next cycle, again its start is 
triggered by interrupt to comport. 
5.3.3.2 Error Checking 
Error checking is necessary to ensure the validity of the sensor readings. The major error 
is the data shift when there is data loss during reading the comport. Therefore the 
verification test is to see whether the reading cycle is longer than the sending data cycle. 
If this is the case, there is data loss and thus data shift. The data is this reading cycle will 
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be ignored and the program will wait for the end of sending byte to restart the next 
reading cycle. 
iiitialization 
Wait for first 
• conport 4 
interrupt 





^ ^ ^ ^ With enrors N �‘ Update sensor 
？ ^ ^ reading in PC 
^ J ^ Y e s 
Wait for first 
end byte to ^ 
restart 
Y 
Yes ^ ^ ^ ^ End byte ^ ^ No  
Figure 31: Flow diagram of reading serial port 
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5.3.3.3 Calculating Obstacle Repulsive Vector 
This module evaluates the possibility of collision with objects. If the safety boundary 
has been exceeded, the module will produce the repulsive vector influencing the 
trajectory planner decision. Before, procedures such as mapping of sensor returned value 
to physical quantity i.e. object distance, transformation of sensor coordinates to robot 
coordinates in order to calculate the obstacle vector. This is in normal situation. Some 
situations such as hard collision or robot being trapped with no way to go, the module 
will urge the trajectory planner to stop the entire motion immediately. Such kind of 
operation to exceptional case aims to handle uncertainty. 
5.3.3.4 Visualizing Sensor Data 
To test whether the sensor reading is valid or not, an extra program has been built for 
preliminary testing so that the sensing module can be reliably used. Beside viewing the 
valid sensor data from text console, it is of importance to visualize the sensor data so as 
to obtain the more physical sense of their meanings. This can also help to easily find out 
the deflected sensor by just simply referring to the sensor map. For developing GUI in 
the Linux, Xforms is chosen among several graphic development libraries. Choosing it 
is just because it is easy to use and its programming manual is available on web. For 
drawing the lines contour representing the open space measured by sensor, OpenGL is 
used. 
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Visualizing the data from scene and updating the sensor data from comport 
involves a multi-parallel processes. Multi-threaded programming is adopted. One thread 
is for the comport reading same as the process previously mentioned. Another one is for 
the graphical user interface responsible for drawing scene and handling user command. 
p B i a i 
Unp: I 363 Error ； | i dt: | 2l379jOCiaCOO 
Figure 32: SensorRender written in Linux. 
5.3.4 Communication Module 
Different from three-layer architecture, it is a functional module, not a level, to handle 
communication between hierarchies. In our model, there is a communication module 
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that cooperates with API function calls to provides communication between levels. First, 
having a unique module to take over the entire communication processes has several 
advantages. This makes identification and modification of the communication routine 
easy. Second, individual arrangement or settings can be targeted to particular module 
purposely such as assignment of priority and resource. In our case, the communication 
is assigned with low priority so as to preserve more resource for other important routines 
such as navigation. 
Using TCP/IP protocol to implement API has its merits. First, this allows 
communication over network that can extend to the usage of Internet robot with easier 
software development. Second, it allows applications to be written in different 
programming language. It is feasible to implement with appropriate API format. 
Application written in Application on the 
different programming same local machine or 










Figure 33: API with TCP/IP 
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The communication module provides bidirectional channel for information 
exchange between two levels. For instance, application client may command robot 
server to meet several given specifications such as tracking on certain velocity or 
moving to a destination. This information exchange is down flowing. On the other 
hands, application client may request for information from robot such as robot position 
and sensor readings. This information exchange is up flowing. As mentioned before, 
API follows the protocol to govern the data flow. Data processing occurs only in the 
application level and the robot level. That is the reason why API is not a level but an 
interface. The basic job of this module mainly interprets commands directed by API. 
The mechanism is that a command is made of a series of values. Coming first is to 
indicate the type of command, which causes the module to choose an appropriate 
method from command table for information exchange with the following values. After 
the values have been transmitted, communication module will tell the associated module 
to operate based on the parameters given by those values. This completes the work of 
the module. 
5.3.5 New idea integrated in Communication Module 
Toward the issue of communication from other perspective, there are three types of it. 
Using the proposed robot software architecture to illustrate, we have the following. 
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1 2 3 
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/ server \ / server \ / server \ / server \ 
Figure 34: Three type of communication 
The first type is usual and normal. The third type is somehow similar to multi-
robot control by a single client. This situation can be found in multi-robot cooperation 
under a planner or a scheduler, but may be under different software structure. The 
second type seems to be rare, for a single robot cannot operate two commands at the 
same time if the commands are related to the same hardware. A good example could be 
the case of robot receiving a command to move forwards while another command to 
move backwards at the same time from other connected client. The solution toward this 
ambiguity is either to combine the command together to form a "comprised" operation 
or to select one among all. The former has the problem of unpredictable outputs, 
meaningless outputs. If commands are contradictive to each other, it will lead to an 
ambiguity or eventually produce no effect due to resultant cancellation. The latter one 
has problem of complexity of judgment in the selection. 
Before further discuss this kind of communication, you may ask why it is 
important. To answer this question, first consider today the user interface is toward 
multimodal. That means robot is suggested to accept commands from different channels 
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at the same time like what human does and this is the case. This is one of the ways to 
show human intelligence. This is the growing development trend of user interface. But 
you may say it can be a single client listening to inputs from various user interfaces 
instead of user interfaces on multi-clients and it is the decision algorithm to handle this 
type of traffic. Yes, it could be one approach. However, to enhance the flexibility and 
allow applications to be plug-and-play, it is worth. 
To allow this type of application, the communication module is enhanced so that 
the robot is able to listen and operate with more than one client at the same time. 
Without increasing too much computational overhead, a simple but effective scheme is 
introduced to the communication module. One point is to be made clear that it doesn't 
affect the original structure of software. It only adds a conditional filtering mechanism in 
the communication. The problem now is to tackle simultaneous down-flowing 
commands. 
A weighting scheme is applied to select one command which is believed to be 
the most meaningful and appropriate client command among all. This is done by 
comparing scores. Each arrived command is given a score according to certain 
conditions. A command with the highest score will be chosen for robot to operate on. A 
Bit wise score assignment, i.e. 1,2,4,8... is adopted. Instead of 1 mark increment for 
each satisfied condition, this can minimize the chance of more than one user command 
to possess the same score. The second advantage is that the weighted score can reflect 
the degree of importance of difference conditions by having the most important 
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condition to have the highest bit order for marking. Even when the same score is 
resulted, a selection still can be made. It is to choose the command from last client being 
served if this is the case. Up to now, there are four types of conditions for evaluating the 
total score. They are type of command, activity, environment status and user assigned 
priority. 
To allow certain degree of user preference in the selection scheme, user can 
decide the priority on purpose by passing the value of priority as a flag to the 
communication module. In this case, variants of API are needed. These variants have 
little change in the API syntax by having additional flag in the fonction call. The priority 
is either 1 or 0. Environment status condition marks based on whether the command will 
lead to the collision with obstacle or not, -2 for yes, 0 for no. Type of command 
condition marks the commands by type, 4 for motion command, and 0 otherwise. It is 
because only motion command requires computing score. The last is the activity 
condition marks command by means of activity, 8 for active and 0 for inactive. 
5.4 Summary 
The architecture is arisen for the ease of software development. Multithreaded 
programming is applied because multithreaded programming provides a good scheduler 
for the functional modules and distributive processing. Regard to priority, modules that 
interact with hardware deserves higher priority in processing to preserve real-time 
responsiveness to physical environment. Instead of a decision from high level to low 
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level like Nomad XR4000 behaving in obstacle avoidance, and instead of invoking a 
collision server like B21, the obstacle avoidance measure in our case occurs within low 
level in a single program. In this manner, the flow of information from sensing to action 
can be maximized to provide minimal delay in responding to the dynamically changing 
environment. This gives basic reactive behavior to robot. Again as mentioned before, 
this is controlled by a flag as an option. There is another flag, which can be set through 
the local terminal module, and it is the active flag. The local terminal module allows the 
robot to work in active mode or passive mode. This means when working in active mode, 
the robot itself can also navigate autonomously without high level. When working in 
passive mode, the robot will listen to client request. This ability of robot to work with 
and without client program makes rapid application simple and ready. Figure 35 shows 
the diagram of modules running in the robot level. Since distributive processes occur in 
a hierarchy of robot level, DHA (short form for distributive-hierarchical architecture) is 
formed. What can be seen also is the input and output relationship between modules. It 
follows the structure of the proposed robot software architecture and this gives a clear 
picture on the open architecture of a practical mobile robot. 
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Figure 35: Modules in robot level 
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6. APPICATION EXAMPLE AND EXPERIMENT 
Now it is the time moving to the application level. In a view of multimodal human-
machine interface, let's focus on the applications that mainly deal with user interface. 
Given the following as an overview: The capacity of receiving multi input of a device 
can enhance the user-friendliness of the user interface. Even, the simultaneous controls 
by multi devices can further improve effectiveness in the motion control. For example, 
we can use speech recognition module to control the robot to move. This is direct but 
inevitably imprecise in the command content. Nevertheless, it is a user-friendly way to 
control robot. On the other hands, when user wants to drive the robot to some more 
confined space, the keyboard or the joystick should be a better choice because they can 
provide motion control in high precision. Unless our utterance is very descriptive, (it 
would possibly a long sentence but unnecessarily increase the complexity and 
lengthiness of the sentence), the objective is hard to be achieved by speech. However, 
fast tuning or adjustment on little motion can be easily performed through the keyboard 
or the joystick. Based on the above idea, and try to make the usage of devices to be plug-
and-play, two application programs to robot server have been made. 
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6.1 Application Example 
The two application programs, both are designed for robot motion control by a user 
interface. One is through keyword's arrow key to deliver desired robot motion while one 
is through speech recognition to control robot motion. The program applying the 
keyboard is composed in Linux using the c library <curses.a>. The program applying the 
speech recognition is composed in Window using Speech SDK 5.1 and Visual C-H-
provided by Microsoft. They are developed in the application level and use API call to 
control the mobile robot. They can work without each other because as stated they are 
intact programs having its own main and process during computing. As there is a want 
to make the applications to be plug-and-play, and to show the robot behavior upon 
receiving two client commands simultaneously, these two programs use the enhanced 
version of API with additional flag about the priority in the function call. In this way, 
user can set different priority to different applications so as to achieve the predicted 
result. Here the more the trivial way is, the higher is the priority of this command. 
Therefore, the program with user interface will have "1" in priority for its command 
while the program with keyboard will have "0" as a default value in the command. 
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6.2 Experiment 
Although the experiments on separate control by user interface have been proved to be 
successful, these results are basic and give no excitement. The most interesting of the 
experiment is to see result on simultaneous control. The following table shows the result 
of multi-control of robot from multi-clients on different machine. Note that the priority 
of speech command is chosen to be 1 while priority of keyboard command is 0. 
Table 3: Result of experiment 
Command from 
Command from speech Score Resulted robot action 
Keyboard 
(idling) 12.0 ( ^ ) 
H — 1 2 : �^ 
• � None 12:0 L 
— I 
Translate forward, quickly/ slowly 
None 0:13 : f 斷 
(defined speech recognition pattern) i^：：:；?®','^  
77S 
None Translate backward / quickly, slowly 0:13 \ E； y 
• 
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None Translate left, quickly / slowly 0:13 
None Translate right., quickly / slowly 0:13 ^ 
None 12:0 ^ 
Rotate, Anticlockwise / clockwise, 180 j j J J J k 
None 0:13 M I M 
7 9 0 / 4 5 / 2 0 , degree ^ P F 
Any of above Any of above 12:13 Motion of speech 
p, q j^S^^^A 
咏 j Translate backward, quickly / slowly 12:11 
fej.iOfciwrttV； 
Lii-.' r^ arv '.il 
Translate left, quickly / slowly 12:13 ^ ^ ^ 
I::碑‘] 
Any of above Stop 12:13 ^ 
Due to the assignment on priority in advance, in normal situation, robot will 
response to the speech command from speech client. Only when the situation doesn't 
favor, such as the case that collision with obstacle will occur while the speech command 
instructs the robot on that direction, the key command will be adopted. This shows the 
robustness of the suggested conditional filtering on concurrent commands. 
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Here, the plug-and-play feature means the connection to robot at any time is 
possible. Once the connection is established, the robot will listen to its command. In our 
experiment, we connect the keyboard program first and do some experiment. Without 
any misbehave of the robot, we also connect the speech program and do some 
simultaneous control like above experiment. Again, the robot can work properly. After 
that, we disconnect one of the applications for example the keyboard program. 
Operation is still normal. How about re-connection of the disconnected application? Test 
has been conducted showing the re-connection of application is possible without 
problems. This shows the plug-and-play feature. 
In the experiment, only the comparison between two clients is conducted. This 
doesn't mean that the maximum number of client connections is bounded by two, but 
actually there is no limit for the number of connections. However, due to the physical 
limit on the bandwidth being shared by connections and the increasing time delay caused 
by repeated calculation on every score of many command, too many connection is 
therefore not favored. Unless the situation is that only a few of connections make 
requests at a time, otherwise the performance of the robot will be upset. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
7.1 Conclusions 
In this research, a system framework for the robot software architecture has been 
proposed, which is a two-layer Client-Server architecture. The so-called Client-Server 
architecture suggests software components be implemented to two hierarchical levels. 
Functions those are reconfigurable, time-consuming, non-behavior-based are put to the 
application level as client processes. Functions those are real-time crucial, controlling 
hardware of robot are put to robot level as server processes. In the meantime, processes 
• in robot level alone can maintain robot basic autonomy. Besides, this model newly 
includes the interfaces across the hierarchical layers in the architecture, so that a more 
realistic picture showing the relationship between the software and the hardware 
architecture can be obtained. This 3I2L model betters system organization, processes 
management, as well as programming flexibility. 
Another new concept originated from this model is the concept of interface 
diversity, where convergence of interface and divergence of interface can help or hinder 
the robotics development. Adopting the diversity suggested by the model will not be 
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limited by constraints but even more flexible to reconfigure the system and more ready 
for new changes. 
In realizing the proposed model, a mobile robot having holonomic driving 
mechanism equipped with ranging sensors has been built. High level control focuses on 
user-interface and global path planning whereas the low level control focuses on the 
motors' control and coordination, which combine together to form the basic mobile 
robot structure. Reactive based navigation has been developed by fully utilizing sensor 
readings within the low level so that the robot performs more robustly in obstacle 
avoidance. Software architecture with Client-Server programming structure is to be 
developed in Linux for the sake of better resource management and extension to network 
communication. 
Finally, open architecture developed of robot gives us higher flexibility in 
modifying the robot and for future development. In terms of maintenance, it helps 
diagnose as all the data including the internal data representing the status of individual 
hardware component can be viewed and studied. In terms of development, it helps 
modification as performances of individual component can be tested and thoroughly 
studied, which in turns allow the system to be optimized part by part and so makes the 
conclusion on the best combination possible. 
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7.2 Future Works 
Toward better programming structure and style, rewriting the program in object style is 
suggested while object-oriented programming has several advantages over the non-oop 
such as better modularity in terms of abstraction, structural style. To this end, it can 




A. Homing Mechanism for Steering Axis 
A.l Working Algorithm 
The ORG of each axis is an interface provided for homing. This input terminal can 
detect and be activated on either the high signal or low signal according to the 
programmable initialization. 
5V 
Without blocking the slot between E and D, the 
potential at the Base of the transistor is low such that ORG ORG ORG 
the transistor is off. The ORG remains high as 24V. 
With blocking the slot between E and D, the potential —， 
at the Base of the transistor is high which in turn J j J Xtj^ J ^ l j ^ 
switch on the transistor. The ORG in this case is — — — ^ ！ — — — 
pulled low. 
Based on this, we can program the ORG to be active low (active high in PCI-8134). 
Once the flag is passing through the slot between E and D, the ORG is activated. This 
can let the program to remember that position and define it as the home. 
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A.2 Hardware Component 
There are three main components for the homing mechanism. They are resistors, opto-
switch and transistor. As there are three wheel set, we need triple set of these 
components. 
Opto Switch Transistor: 2N3904 Resistor Color 
lOK 
826 K 
/ y y Opto Switch $10 
CBE B-<g)^ 
E + ^ 
A.3 Circuit Diagram 
i i n n 
• O R G I O R G I O R G 
1 - 4 " 
5 V 
+ 6 + 6 o + 0 + 6 6 + 6 + 6 6 6 
e o d o o e o d o o e o d o o 9 i i — 
A.4 Pin Assignment 
Opto-switch Circuit 
… 一 y j + — i � 
[ ^ ， w I d • u • u • u 國 I m 
/ ‘ ^ J _ _ • H i i » 
^^ ‘ JB •*[ xXSB'iilBCxjR ^S 1 IjflV 
H " ™ " " ^ I S . 3 u r f 5 3 、 1 1 H i i 
La^ ao re 16 14 la lo s 6 4 -'n' - : V ^ B H i P m p f : 
Placement of the opto-switch — . . . ‘ . • J F ^ I " ^ j 
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Mapping of Opto-Switch pins to Homing Circuitry 
Pin Assignment Pin Assignment Pin Assignment 
1 W 8 E 15 ORG 
2 G l ^ 9 ORG — 16 U n c o n n e c ^ ~ 
3 ORG 10 Unconnected 17 +(D) 
4 Unconnected IJ + (D) fg D 
5 +(D) 12 D 19 +(E)  
6 D 13 +(E) “ 20 E 
7 I +(E) 14 E I — 
Mapping of ORG to Motion Controller 
一 Pin (Home) Pin (Motion Controller) 
3 47 (axis l’sORG) Board 1 — 
9 “ 97 (axis 丨’s ORG) Board 1 
15 — 47 (axis 1，s ORG) Board 2 — 
! 1 +5V supply -
2 2 GND 
B. Power SpeciHcation 
B.l Power Consumption by PC 
Measure input current of PC by using Clamp Meter - 辟；夠 
Start-up & any busy status take 0.4A (rms) ： 
Normal status takes 0.2A (rms) 
Equivalent power = P = Vrmslrms (Vrms = 250V) : 
Ranging from 1 OOWatts to 50Watts 
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B.2 Hardware Component on Power 
Inverter 
• Pure sine wave Inverter (250W) ‘；;〜 
• E f f i c i e n c y (-940/0) 
• Portable Size (< battery) ^ ^ H W ^ ^ ^ T 
• 2-5 kg H m i l l i M ^ H 
Converter 
• Multi-outputs (5V，12V,-12V,24V) ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ t f l ^ H 
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